Bibliography of the writings of Stephen Wayne Foster and of mention of his name in works by others, along with letters to editors

I: Articles, translations, poems

'Gay voting power' in: Miami MCC publication, circa 1970  
'So what's new?' in: Miami MCC publication, circa 1970  
'Homosexuality and the Inquisition in Brazil; 1591-92' in: Gay Sunshine # 38/39 (Winter 1979, i.e., 1978-9), pp. 17-8  
'The sodomites of Baghdad' by Di'bil ibn 'Ali (translation) in: Gay Sunshine # 42/43 (Spring 1980), p. 17; rpt. in GBJ # 47, p. 157  
'Translations by Stephen Foster' in: Gay Sunshine # 35 (Winter 1978, i.e., 1977-8), pp. 16-7  
'Sudden beauty', 'Marred beauty', 'Free love' (poems) in: NAMBLA Journal # 3 (May 1980), p. 15  
'Sandro Penna's lyrical realism' in Gay Books Bulletin # 5 (Spring 1981), pp. 27-9  
'Marco Stefani's pagan lyricism' in Gay Books Bulletin # 6 (Fall 1981), pp. 18-20, 23  

II: Reviews in Gay Books Bulletin

The Male Nude by M. Walters, GBB # 2 (Summer 1979), pp. 7-9  
Tangler by W. Bayer, GBB # 3 (Winter 1979), pp. 10-1  
Hidden Heritage by B. Pone, GBB # 4 (Fall 1980), pp. 4-5  
Sir Richard Burton by M. Hastings, GBB # 6 (Fall 1981), p. 3  
Tom Brown's Universe by J. Honey, ibid., p. 5  
The Thirties by Edmund Wilson, ibid., pp. 7-8  

III: Books by others written with his assistance

Men and Boys edited by Donald K. Mader (1978), see introduction p. xli  
Now the Volcano edited by Winston Leyland (1979), title quoted from a poem by Foster, not publicly acknowledged by Leyland  
The Nazi Extermination of Homosexuals by Frank Hackett (1981), see p. 9  

IV: Letters to the editor & author's queries

'lobby may thwart statute's change' in: Miami Herald (1972)  
'Not children' in Miami News (1976)  
'Why religions fight the gays' in Herald (Feb. 4, 1977), p. 6-A  
'On masclling' in: Body Politic # 56 (Sep. 1979), p. 4  
'Gay Calvinism' in: Gay Community News (Nov. 17, 1979), p. 4  
'Communist drafts' in: GCN (March 1, 1980), p. 5  
'The gay auxiliary' in GCN (May 10, 1980), p. 4  
'A complaint about plats' in: Herald (May 1980)  
'Political hermaphrodites' in: Body Politic (Nov. 1980), pp. 5-6  
letter in response to 'The boys on the beach' by Nidge Decker, & her reply, in: Commentary, vol. 70, # 6 (Dec. 1980), p. 12; see also the original article, vol. 70, # 3 (Sep. 1980), pp. 35-48, & the other responses, op. cit. (Dec.), pp. 6-20  

(continued)
IV (continued)

author's research queries on Richard Barham Middleton:
Gal (Brussels) # 26 (Dec. 1980), p. 6 (in French)

queries on Hervey Allen:
Charleston News & Courier (Sep. 24, 1980)
Newsletter of the Friends of the University of Miami Library
(Jan. 1981), p. 3

Addenda

'Etruscus' by Massimo (translation) in: Gay Sunshine Journal # 47

Brazil article listed in bibliography in: Lesbian/Gay History Researchers Network Newsletter, # 5 (Dec. 1981), p. 21

Gay Books Bulletin, issue 7 (Spring 1982)
reviews: The Death of Innocence by S. Janus, pp. 6-8
Beaton by J. Danniger, pp. 9-10
The Fantastic Art of Boris Vallejo by L. Del Rey, pp. 10
Alistair by V. Arvas, pp. 10-1
Charles Ricketts by S. Callaway, pp. 10-1
J.K. Bari & the Lost Boys by A. Barkin, p. 11
Wild Man by T. Schneebaum, pp. 11-2
article: 'Beauty's Purple Flame', pp. 15-8

'Where, then, is love?' (poem) in: Undinal Songs, vol. I, issue 3
(April 1982), p. 7

'Morsels', i.e. 3 Greek translations from Gay Sunshine, unacknowledged
in: Contact # 5 (May 1982), p. 12

Gay Books Bulletin, issue 8 (Fall/winter 1982 i.e., 1982-3)
reviews: Kriegen by G. Davenport, pp. 2-3
A Brother's Touch by G. Levy, pp. 3-4
Children of the Evening by T. Able-Petersen, pp. 3-4
The Spiral Path by D. Bernbach, pp. 7-8
This Strange Jew by S. Penna, p. 8
Saint Sebastian dans l'Histoire de l'Art depuis le quinzième siecle by P. Le Targat, pp. 9-10
The Male Homosexual in Literature by Ian Young, pp. 11-2
Sex-related Issues in Correctional Facilities by D. A.
Shere, pp. 12-3

ditte, issue 9 (Spring/Summer 1983)
review: No Other Gods by M. Stefani, p. 13
bibliography: 'Homoeroticism in Sub-Saharan Africa' by W. Dyues,
pp. 20-1, see p. 20
review of my poem, 'What, then, is love?' in: Fantasy Newsletter # 49
(July 1982)

'Boys and Knights', article in: Signe de Plume # 62 (Nov. 1982), pp. 4-5
ditte, reprinted and translated into German in: Der Eissbrecher, heft 100,
(Feb. 1983), pp. 216-9
mentioned in: Steve Eng, 'The Lyric Struggles of John Gawsworth' in
Books at Iowa # 33 (April 1983), pp. 29-45 at 44
mentioned in: Harry Richard Burg, Sadsey and the Perception of Evil
(1983), p. xii
mentioned in: SWAG Newsletter, vol. 5 # 3 (May/June 1983), pp. 13, 18
mentioned in: Jonathan Ned Katz, Gay / Lesbian Almanac (1983), pp. v,
671, 680 (twice); should have been more
(addenda continued)


"Grandma and the Thing", poem in: Inter Argo (1983), pp. 10-1

reviews of The Gay Academic in which I am mentioned:
Resalind Rosen in Gay Teachers Association Newsletter, vol. 1 (6) June 1978, p. 4
Robert K. Martin in Gay Sunshine # 36/37 (Spring/Summer 1978), p. 22 (not named, but mentions "a few footnotes to Burton")
Change, Feb. 1978, anonymous, unpaginated (not named, article mentioned)
Phi Delta Kappan, March 1978, p. 496, anonymous
Dolores L. Noll, It's Time: Newsletter of the National Gay Task Force vol. 5 #1 (Jan 1978), page not specified in clipping sent to me ("quite specialized")

mentioned (Burton) in: Gerald P. Jones, 'The social study of pederasty' in the Journal of Homosexuality, vol. 8, # 1 (Fall 1982), pp. 61-95 at p. 62

"Prince Zaleski and Count Stenbeck", article in: Shiel in Diverse Hands (Cleveland: Reynolds Morse Foundation, 1983), pp. 175-6; I am men-
tioned in the "Editor's Note", p. 177, and on p. 201